CLOCKS AND SPOONS
John Prine

CAPO 2  

Intro: G, B7, C, D, G, B7, C, D, G, G/F#, Em, C, D, G

CLOCKS AND SPOONS AND EMPTY ROOMS; IT'S RAINING OUT TONIGHT

WHAT A WAY TO END A DAY - BY TURNING OUT THE LIGHT

SHOOT THE MOON - RIGHT BETWEEN THE EYES

I'M SENDING MOST OF ME TO SUNNY COUNTRY SIDE

Instrumental: G, B7, C, D, G, B7, C, D, G, G/F#, Em, C, D, G

Runnin' through a sky of blue, Rollin' in the sun

Every day has a way of overflowing one

I'M SENDING MOST OF ME TO SUNNY COUNTRY SIDE

DON'T KNOW HOW I DID THAT NOW; WONDER WHERE IT'S GONE

MUST HAVE SPENT THE WAY I WENT - WAITIN' FOR THE DAWN

I'M SCREAMING TAKE ME BACK TO SUNNY COUNTRY SIDE

SHOOT THE MOON - RIGHT BETWEEN THE EYES

I'M SENDING MOST OF ME TO SUNNY COUNTRY SIDE

CLOCKS AND SPOONS AND EMPTY ROOMS IT'S RAINING OUT TONIGHT
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